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H E E E are few pages in
fij ROBERT HAVEN SCHAUFFLER
named, it plays the iconoclast
music of a more blithe and
in a temple.
lucid nobility than the first Mr. Schauffler pictures Beethoven in this installment as a However, when one passes
movement with its broad, open- bundle of contradictions; madly in love with two women at
all Beethoven's work in review,
once; an egotist professing modesty; a genius claiming it is remarkable how seldom he
ing subject. (Ex. 1.)
To the writer's mind the perfection of character, who could cheat and play the boor;
failed in that hardest problem
andante cantabile ma pero con but whose symphonies, the Seventh just now, make one of the composer, the finale.
moto, a theme with variations,
lose sight of the man in the Master
Among his successors, his only
casts the dust more compeers in the ending of composipletely aside and nakedly rides the improvisation, he would suddenly give tions have been Brahms, Wagner and
air of a more astral region than any way to reaction as if ashamed of him- Franek.
other music. This is especially true in self and them, and drum the flat of his
I n the summer of 1811 D r . Malfatti
the deep organ harmonies of the theme, hand hideously upon the keys, roaring sent Beethoven to see if the baths of
and in the pure, unearthly ecstasy of
derisively over their consternation and Teplitz could help his headaches and
the recitative-like coda that bows pros- outrage.
that persistent old enemy, colic. At
trate before the refulgence of the ultiThe finale of the B flat trio is as cruel Teplitz he found his friend Varena, the
philosopher Fichte, and a congenial
circle of adoring poets. Tiedge and
Countess Elise von der Recke, Varnnhagen von Ense and Rahel met him
cordially, and he began an agreeable
flirtation with a charming girl named
Amalie Sebald. This young lady, may
have been at least as cordial as the
poets, to judge from Beethoven's letter
written the following September to
Tiedge, in which he confounds the first
and second person in a wholly original
manner:
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mate mystery, "with stammering lips
and insufficient sound."
In one of the "Conversation Books,"
dating from the month before the Master's death, there have come down to
us fragments of a talk with Schindler
about this trio. Schindler wrote: " I
hold the andante to be the most beautiful ideal of holiness and divinity. . . .
Words can be of no avail here; they
are poor servants of the divine word
delivered by the music."
The dying Master's spoken reply is
not recorded. But one imagines he was
pleased with the unwonted perception
shown by his bromidic famulus.
The andante con moto leads uninterruptedly, but with a painful shock, into
the bright, hard, brilliant, rondo finale.
It is almost as though a gay band of
Scotch bagpipers should burst without
warning into the holiest of holies. Beethoven , indeed, often used to deal thus
with his actual audiences.
Having
melted them to tears by some subliminal

a thorn in the flesh of the sensitive music
lover as the ill-advised choral feature
of the Choral symphony, or as even the
deplorable end of the "Pastoral." For,
though it is better music than the last-

"Give Amalie a right fiery kiss for
me when no one oversees us."
This girl followed in Bettina's footsteps as a collector of the hearts of the
great, for she also captured the fancy
of Carl Maria von Weber. To her Beethoven wrote his only attempt at
rhymed verse. H e called, found her
not at home, and scribbled on a bit of
paper:

Ex. 2
Andante

cantabile
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"Ludwig van Beethoven,
Den Sie, Wenn Sie auch woUten,
Doch nicht vergessen soUten."
(Ludwig van Beethoven
Whom, even if you sought to
Forget, you never ought to.)
And now there comes disturbingly into the story one of the most beautiful,
touching and mysterious love letters
ever written by a genius.

so that I may live with you, what a
life ! I!! thus !!!! without you—pursued hither and yon by the kindness of humanity, which in my
opinion—I little deserve and as
little care to deserve.—Humility
of men to men-—it pains me—and
when I consider myself in connection with the universe, what am I
and what is he—whom one calls the
greatest
[ ?]—and
yet—herein
again the divine is immanent in the
human.—I weep when I think that
3'ou probably will not have the first
news from me until Saturday evening—much as you love me—my
love for you is stronger—but do

Indefendent

yeg I have resolved to wander far ; :
from you until I can fly to your f
arms and say that there I am truly
at home, can send my soul enfolded
by you into the realm of spirits—
Yes, unhappily it must be so.—
You will be courageous, the more
so because you know my fidelity to
you, never can another possess my
heart, never—^never !—O, God,
why must one part from what one
so loves; and yet my present life
in V. [Vienna] is a grievous life.—•
Your love makes me at once the
happiest and the unhappiest of
men—at my age I now need a certain uniformity and regularity of
life—^are these compatible
with our relations.?—
Angel,
I
have
just
learned, that the post goes
every day, and so I must
• ••'"'••'"
P^-^f^^-r-n close that you may receive
the L . at once.-—Be calm,
" • . " • : ^ \ ; ^
• i
' : • . • • .
•-•'•...-IE
only by a calm considera%f]J::-^<^'..-^
tion of our existence can we
. i i.v- V V i.
••.'"B&B-'•'••-•• •irtB:'>-.»2ft""'"'*^'*lE
attain our purpose of living
...
v*<Mg^
: mrH^K^-'~~
•''•3i**'*'^Mf^-'''***^
together -— be calm — love
i'—'-ii..- --•*•'*• ^
:• ••-.:'-V?>'>'r*3Sv''S'^^
•f!..•.<>.! •...,^-!l
me — today — yesterday
—what tearful yearnings
for jou — you — you —
my life—my all-—farewell
— O h , keep on loving m e —
never misjudge the faithful
heart of your beloved
L.
ever yours
ever mine
ever for one another

On the sixth of July, in the
morning.
My angel, my all, my very self.
A few words today, only, and in
pencil (your pencil) . . . W h y this
profound sadness where
necessity speaks ? Can our
love exist otherwise than
through sacrifice—through
demanding less than all—
can you help it that you are
not wholly mine, and that I
a,m not wholly yours ? —
Oh, God! gaze into the
loveliness of nature and
solace your heart with a
sense of the inevitable;—
love demands everything
and love is wholly right,
thus it is for me with you,
and for you with me—only,
you are so prone to forget
that I must liye for myself
and for you as well;—were
we wholly united you would
feel the pain of it as little
as I . . . . .
We shall, I fancy, see
one another soon, besides, I
Soon after the writer's
can not this morning share
death, as we shall see, this
with you all that has passed
touching letter was found by
through my mind during
the last few days about my
chance in a secret drawer.
life.—Were our hearts alNo one knows whether the
ways close to one another I
"immortal Beloved" ever rewould have no thoughts of
ceived it. For decades now,
this kind. My heart is full,
the specialists have fought
—to tell you much;—ah—
•^l«g{agJHMBBBi^X<5Bg«a[ bitterly about the lady's identhere are faoments when I
tity.
They have quarreled
feel that speech is nothing
BEETHOVEN AT WORK ON THE "MISSA
SOLEMNIS,"
about
the
year in which t h e '
after all—be of good cheer
From a painting by Joseph Stieler
letter was written and about
—remain my true, my only
treasure, my all, as I am yours; the
the place which the Master, withnot ever hide your real self from
gods must send us the rest, that
me—Good night—as I am taking
out the slightest regard for the conwhich must be for us and shall be.
the baths I must go to sleep—[two
venience of students yet unborn, so
Your faithful Ludwig
long words scratched out] Oh
thoughtlessly designated as " K . "
God—so near! so f a r ! is not our
Thayer, Krehbiel, and Ernest entered
love a truly celestial abode—^but
Evening, Monday, July 6
the
lists proclaiming Countess Therese
also immovable as the firmament!
You are suffering, you my dearBrunswick as the immortal Beloved;
est creature.—Only now have I
Schindler, Nohl, Kalischer, and de
Good morning, on J u l y 7—•
learned that letters must be posted
Hevesy championed Countess Giulietta
Even from bed my thoughts
very early in the morning. MonGuicciardi; La Mara backed Countess
press out to you, my immortal Bed a y s ^ T h u r s d a y s — t h e only days
Josephine Deym; H e r r von Frimmel
loved, from time to time joyfully,
when the post goes from here
then again sadly, waiting to learn
was on the side of Magdalena Willto K.—You are suffering.—Ah,
whether fate will lend ear to u s —
wherever I am, you are there with
mann; H e r r San-Galli had an eye single
Life is possible for me either
me. . . . I hold converse with
to Amalie Sebald. While Unger and
wholly with you or not at all—yes,
myself and you, I arrange things
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Riemann, less downright, contended
that Therese Malfatti and Bettina von
Arnim had rights to consideration fully
as valid as some of the others.
Each camp has been able to prove
triumphantly that all the other camps
are wrong. Their arguments, like theembattled cats of Kilkenny, have devoured each other down to the tails.
I n a recent monograph,^ the late
Oscar G. Sonneck, with a trenchant
logic, worthy of a supreme court j u s tice, conclusively showed that none of
these champions can possibly be right;
that the letter must have been written
in 1812; that we do not know who the
immortal Beloved was; but that there
still remains a chance of fresh documents being unearthed to solve the
riddle.
Mr. Sonneck thought, and the writer
agrees with his view, that in 1812
Beethoven was probably in love with
two women at the same time: with
Amalie Sebald and with the great unknown. I n order to qualify as the immortal Beloved, Sonneck confronted
any candidate with the following requirements: She must be "a woman
other than Amalie Sebald with the
initial A in her name, to whom all circumstantial evidence, whether of a
chronological, topographical or psychological nature would apply.
She
would have to be a woman who probably lived, as did Beethoven, in
Vienna, who was in K. during the same
weeks that Beethoven wrote his 'immortal Beloved' letter at Teplitz on
J u l y 6 and 7, 1812, whom he perhaps
met between July 2 and 4, 1812, at
Prague and whom he expected to see
again, probably at Teplitz."
This idea of Beethoven's being under the spell of two girls at once is encouraged by Ries's testimony about his
Master's frequence and fickleness in
love. " H e was very often in love, but
generally only for a short time. When
I once teased him with the conquest of
a beautiful lady, he confessed that she
had captivated him most and longest—
fully seven months."
Until new proof turns u p , then, this
question will have to join the origin of
the Irish Giant, and the identity of the
Man in the Iron Mask, in the limbo of
unsolved but unimportant mysteries.
The significant thing about Beethoven
is his music. And the significant thing
about this letter is the fact, that in
spite of all its awkward struggling with
the recalcitrant medium of words, his
passion rises here to the same uplands

from which the adagio of the Fourth
symphony was heard and the ineffable
andante con moto of the B flat trio.
In reality love played in Beethoven's
life a p a r t not much more important
than the brief, luscious second subject
plays in the first movement of the
"Eroica." Its development gets along
heroically without touching this subject
and is all the better for that renunciation, just as the Master's life work was
probably the better for renouncing the
wife of his ardent dreams and for having received inspiration only from brief
love episodes here and there.
N 1811, commissioned by a newly
biiilt theatre in Buda-Pesth, Beethoven dashed off incidental music to
"King Stephen" and "The Ruins of
Athens."
This music was in every
sense incidental. It may be classed
with the "Triple Concerto" and the
Polonaise^ dedicated to the Empress of
Russia, among the Master's least masterly productions.
Five years later, the overtures to
these plays were to figure in an affair
which sadly lowered Beethoven's credit
across the English Channel. The London Philharmonic Society, fresh from
the Fifth symphony, and moved by
reverent enthusiasm for its creator,
commissioned him for
seventy-five
guineas to write three overtures especially for them. Pocketing the money,
he fobbed off on them the "King
Stephen," "The Ruins of Athens," and
a third overture'^ not vastly better.
The Philharmonic musicians tried
over these old pot-boilers with grievous
disappointment, resentfully laid them
aside as unworthy of Beethoven, and
felt that he had not only cheated but
also insulted them. Word flew around
among the British publishers: "For
God's sake, don't buy anything of
Beethoven!"
One of them, named
Birchall, when urged by Neate to buy
these overtures, replied: " I would not
print them if you would give me them
gratis." Viewed in a reasonable perspective, however, such incidents are
mere fly specks on the vast field map
of the Master's career.
From the proper distance one may
see at a glance the large lines of his
psychological progress from the grim
seriousness of the F minor quartet, with
a single, wan half-smile on the last
page,—through the restrained cheer and
mystical ecstasy of the B flat trio, to
the exuberant blitheness of the Seventh
symphony and that sly, delicious com-

I

pendium of purely musical wit, the
Eighth.
After his bitter humiliation at the
hands of the flapper, Therese Malfatti,
he had to write one great composition
in order to hold up his head; another
to smile; a third to dance; and a fourth
to laugh.
The Seventh symphony* was probably begun in 1811. I t was finished in
a violent outburst of exuberant joy in
May, 1812,—^the fateful month when
war was declared on Russia by the hero
whose name Beethoven had scratched
from the Eroica's title page for the
offense of turning tyrant. No such
shout of jubilation had yet been heard
in music.
Encouraged by Beethoven's recent
condescension in pasting a program
upon the Sixth symphony, certain
poetic souls needed little encouragement
to sharpen their goose quills for the
Seventh.
A young poetaster named
Dr. Iken composed an essay to show
that this work portrayed a political
revolution. Whereupon the irate Beethoven pointed out the error of his ways.
He said that such expositions, if necessary, "should be confined to characterizing the composition in general terms,
which could easily and correctly be done
by any educated musician."
But this attitude was not destined to
discourage Marx from interpreting the
Seventh as a story of Moorish knighthood, nor Oulibischeff from seeing it as
a masquerade, nor Bisehoff and M.
D ' I n d y from tagging it as another
"Pastoral" symphony.
Even such a level-headed critic as
Robert Schumann found a rustic wedding in the famous allegretto.
Ortigue
saw there a procession in the catacombs;
Diirenberg, "the love dream of a
sumptuous odalisque.-' And in our own
day H e r r Emil Ludwig has described
the symphony with great luxuriance of
language as : I A meadow and woodland festival; I I A priest's march
with dance ceremonies about a temple;
I I I and IV A bacchanale.
Such calisthenic exercises for the
roving fancy are, of course, quite innocent if confined to the first person
singular.
The trouble with most of
these commentators is that they try to
clothe their whimsies with universal
validity and to impose them on others.
The Seventh symphony needs interpretation by poet, dancer or draftsman
1. "The Eiddle of the Immortal Beloved," 1927.
2. Op. 89.
3. C major, Op. 116.
4. Op. 92.
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no more than the fragrance of a cluster
of wild-grape blooms. To the ear it is
as obvious and direct a blessing as to
the palate a roast pheasant, or to the

ping and bounding along like a n
exuberant child. I t is sweeter, prettier, more popular than most of its
thirty-six symphonic companions, and

Ea;. 3

Wind

SttiBgs ft ten.

touch a longed-for hand, or to the eye
a beautiful young girl poised for a
plunge into the waters of Capri.
H e r r Bekker remarks that the
Seventh and Eighth symphonies are
"representative of a hitherto unknown
musical
species—the
unproblematic
symphony, unproblematic because it
stands above, not below, all problems."

Ex. i

for that reason, does not wear quite so
well.
The allegretto opens with one of the
simplest tunes imaginable, more harmony than melody. ( E x . 3.)
This tune turns out to be like a beautiful mask by Benda, which conceals
even fairer features. Beethoven was a
master of such hidden meanings. We

te^s^^^^ilfSgSjifri.
Viola & Cello

H e does not see that the Third, Fourth
and Fifth symphonies also stand far
above all problems. The mere fact that
Beethoven may have had in mind
Napoleon, or a certain private love
affair or possibly the wolf of fate at the
door, when he wrote three movements
out of the twelve, can no more make
problem symphonies of them than the
episode of Griffolino or of Paolo and
Francesca or of Ulysses can make of
the " I n f e r n o " a treatise on aviation or
a triangle drama or a sea story.
What the Master once wrote to
Amalie Sebald about music's independence of people applies equally to its
independence of stereotyped programs:
" T h e good, the beautiful needs no
people. Without any help from others
there it stands." ("Es ist ohne alle
andere Behilfe
da.")
The beginning and . end of the
Seventh show two structural features
which Beethoven took in a simpler form
from his predecessor and developed.
These are the introduction and the coda.
The opening poco sostenuto is almost a
movement in itself.
Without it we
should never have had the greatest of
all symphonic introductions,—that of
the C minor of Brahms, to whom as a
youth Schumann said: "Remember the
beginnings of Beethoven's symphonies
and t r y to do something like them."
This introduction of the Seventh is the
longest in any of the Nine.
The first movement is a young thing
of extraordinary, resilient
vitality
which scarcely stops for a moment skip-

have seen how, as a lad of seventeen,
when Mozart set him as a theme for improvisation containing a "joker" in the
form of a concealed counter-subject, he
saw through it in a flash. And here, his
detective genius performed a brilliant
coup and gave us, beneath the mask of
Ex. 3, the loveliness of Ex. 4.
This allegretto has a distinct elegiac
quality.
Without stressing any concrete interpretation of its haunting sadness let us not quite forget that Beethoven was almost at the end of his
tether as a performer, and was before

Ea:. 5

very long to touch the keys in public
for the last time.
The Trio of the strong, fiery, exultant
scherzo was taken from an old Austrian
pilgrim's hymn, and harks back to the
chorale-like Trio of the F minor quartet
and the hymn-like andante con moto
theme of the B flat trio. I t looks forward, as well to the prayer-music so
characteristic of the third period. The
return to the scherzo proper is one of
the most "romantic" pages in symphonic literature. (Ex. S.)
The finale differs as much in kind
from the gay vivace as the angular lines
on the back of one's hand differ from
the sinuous arabesque of markings on
the palm. And yet each pair of designs seems to belong with equal inevitability to the same organism.
There is a mad. Czardas-like quality
of ferment in this finale which brings
to many minds fancies of "Dionysus
and his crew." I t recalls the Master's
recent words as reported by Bettina:
" I am the Bacchus who presses out this
glorious wine for men and intoxicates
their souls."
To the early critic who complained
that Beethoven was drunk when he
wrote this movement, M. Romain
Holland neatly retorted: " I t was indeed the work of an intoxicated man,
but one intoxicated with poetry and
genius." In the grip of this frantic
kermesse
one is reminded of the
sketches for a Tenth symphony which
were found after his death. This nevercompleted work was intended to be a
piece of program music where Bacchus
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was to appear in person.
The coda is the longest and
most important section of the
finale, and the mighty double
organ-point on E and D sharp
is one of the noblest terminations he ever gave a composition.
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In the three fast movements of the
Seventh symphony t h a t rough boisterousness so characteristic of Beethoven's
private life first came to extended expression in his w^orks. Such pranks as
the outrageous D's in the third bar of
the finale show t h e hand which indited
the burschikos skits to Zmeskall. Behind them one discovers the man who,
as we shall presently see, brutally insulted tlie imperial court in order to
play a practical joke on the
courtier Goethe; the man who
would spit out of a front window, use the candle-snuffers
as toothpicks and shake off
the water from his soaked hat
upon the hosts with whom he
had come to dine. H e r e we
find, transcribed upon lines
and spaces, that famous reply
to the pompous brother who
left a card on him:

the world must be." But soon he was
to speak in a different strain.
One day when the two great men
were walking arm in arm, they saw the
Empress coming and all the Court.
"Keep as you a r e , " muttered Beethoven. "They must give way to us,
not we to them."
Deeply shocked, the courtier Goethe
broke loose and stood reverentially with
his hat in his hand, while Beethoven,

as he phrased it:—"thoroughly washed

his head."

Though Bettina may have dressed
this story up in Beethoven's alleged
third letter to her, Thayer seems to
have been justified in accepting the incident itself as authentic enough. T h e
worldly impression which Goethe, the
courtier, made upon Beethoven, is r e corded in the composer's words: "One
cannot laugh much at the ridiculous
things virtuosi
do, when
poets, who ought to be looked
upon as the principal teachers
of the nation, forget everything else amid this glitter."
Other incidents served t o
chill the relations between the
geniuses. A persistent legend
relates that when Goethe
complained
of
everybody
bowing to him, Beethoven remarked with his usual tact:
"Never mind, perhaps after
all it's me they're saluting."
JOHANN VAN B E E T H O V E N
Landed Proprietor
Beethoven
played
for
Goethe, who seemed greatly
moved, and was silent. The
The Master neatly parried
former took this tribute in
with another card:
bad part. H e scolded the poet
for not clapping his hands.
L u D w i G VAN B E E T H O V E N
Such a raw and superficial
Brain Proprietor
attitude seems too hard to
reconcile with an artist of
We sliall see more of this sort
Beethoven's calibre. But it
of thing in the Eighth symmust be remembered that
phony.
childish
impressions
are
The
romantic
Seventh
strong.
H
e
had
been
brought
somehow gives the illusion of
up among rough,
crude,
vaster size than any of the
lower-class professional musinine except the Choral, while
cians. Ever since he could
in reality it is shorter than the
talk it had been instilled into
Eroica.
By some feat of
him that the only honorable
legerdemain it produces the
applause consisted of a loud
impression of instrumental
hideous noise made by striksumptuousness, in spite of the
ing together the palms of the
Master's amazing economy in
hands. Then too, he was so
going back to the povertyfundamentally shy that, exstricken small orchestra of
cept
with his few very intithe first two symphonies.
HEAD OF BEETHOVEN BY PAUL BOURDELLE
mate
friends, he shrank from
Although Beethoven rarely
in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City
non-musical manifestations of
expressed any appraisal of
always punctilious in receiving rather strong emotion.
his own compositions, he twice wrote of
Lastly, he must in this case, have
this as one of his best works. But that than in according respect, rammed his
was when the third period had as yet own hat lower upon his head, put his felt, by means of those infallible psychic
hands down and went his surly way. antennae stretching out from performer
scarcely begun.
Because Beethoven had enjoyed his But the imperial p a r t y courteously to hearer, that the great Goethe's strong
stay in Teplitz he returned there in the divided for him like the waters of the emotion was not based on enthusiastic
comprehension and intelligent symsummer of 1812. An added attraction Red Sea for that insurgent, Moses.
Then he paused, and when Goethe pathy. Half of it was a conservative
was the presence of Goethe and Bettina
Brentano. To his wife Goethe wrote rejoined him said: "Well, I've waited revulsion from anything so new and
a first impression of the man. " A more for you because I honor and respect you revolutionary as this music. And a
as you deserve. B u t you did those good part of the remainder was jealous
self-contained, energetic, sincere artist
Then he resentment at finding such demonic
I've never seen. I can understand right yonder too much honor."
(Please Turn to Page 278)
well how singular his attitude towards hauled the old poet over the coals; or,
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make not quite so coherent nor so easily
read a story as that of the Southern
Andrew Johnson: A Study in Courage. biographer.
By LLOYD P A U L S T R Y K E R : MacmilThe latter. Judge Winston, is a
lan. $7.50. Published this week.
North Carolinian, has been a member
Andrew Johnson: Plebeian and Patriot. of the North Carolina Senate, is a
By ROBERT W . W I N S T O N : H e n r y
graduate of the University of North
Holt. Published last year.
Carolina, and at sixty years of age reentered college to fit himself "to inH E mills of the gods grind slowly, terpret the New South to the Nation
said a German poet, and it may be and the Nation to the New South." Mr.
added that they grind with sub- Stryker is a son of a distinguished
stantial justice. A case in point is the father who was president of Hamilton
reputation of the seventeenth President College in New York State for twentyof the United States, Andrew Johnson. five years. With this slight descripFor more than half a century his
memory has suffered from the stigma of
impeachment, the slander of drunkenness, and the suspicion of treason. I t
is only within the last year or two that
American readers interested in the history of their country have awakened to
the fact that President Johnson was a
statesman who deserves their grateful
respect rather than their contemptuous
disdain.

A Misunderstood President

T

For this marked and almost sudden
change of popular feeling t h e temperate-minded American is indebted to
two biographers, one a Southerner and
one a Northerner, who have found in
Johnson an unhackneyed and fascinating subject for biographical portraiture.
Since Johnson was born and bred in
the South it is a little odd that the
Southerner should be more moderate than the Northerner in expressing indignation at the injustice
which was heaped upon Johnson by
contemporaries, who ought to have
known better, and by subsequent generations who, through no fault of their
own, have been fed with the prejudices
and bitternesses of the Civil W a r
period. Perhaps this difference in temper is due to the fact that the Southern
writer is the older man of the two and
has learned by hard knocks to take
the distortions of history with more
equanimity than the younger Northern
writer who is moived by the chivalry
and antagonism for tradition and convention that creditably characterize his
generation.
Indeed the Northerner's
sense of injustice burns so deeply that
he has overloaded his book with extraneous defenses of the man he has
championed and its eight hundred pages

preferred, plebeians. T h e father and
mother had more character than money,
and the boy Andrew received a haphazard education. I n his youth he read
with diificulty and he could not even
write his own name until after he was
married.
As a boy he was apprenticed to a tailor from whom he ran away
but to whom he owed his education in
the trade that he pursued in his young
manhood. A dress coat which he made
may now be seen in the public museum
maintained in his memory by his
adopted State of Tennessee.
He was skilful, industrious, thrifty
and prosperous, partly due to an able
brain and partly to a superb physique.
Lie established a family and his family
life appears to have been both devoted
and patriarchal. That he made on his
community an impression of ability and
trustworthiness is shown by the fact
that he became successively a member
of the State Legislature, of the lower
house of Congress, Governor of his
State, and a United States Senator.
Mr. Seward, Lincoln's Secretary of
State, an able political orator himself, once declared that Andrew Johnson was the best stump speaker in
America. Although a Southerner, his
sympathies were against slavery and
for free white labor, for he came fram
the laboring classes.
When the Civil War broke out JohnANDREW JOHNSON
son's opposition to secession endanFrom "Andrew Johnson: A study in courage,'
gered his life by assassination but he
by Lloyd Paul Stryker (Macmillan)
never lost his bull-dog courage. Relying on his political and physical
tion the two volumes, both of which courage, Lincoln appointed Johnson
were well worth writing, may be left to Military Governor of Tennessee during
the judgment of the reader while his the W a r and the State was thus saved
attention is now called to some of the to the Union. On Lincoln's initiative
outstanding features of Andrew John- Johnson was nominated for Vice Presison's tragic life, related in docu- dent in 1864 and, when Lincoln was asmented but picturesque form by both sassinated, succeeded him in the Presibiographers.
dency.
Andrew Johnson deserves an honorAlthough a Union man, he was a
able rank in the list of those Americans Southerner, and he sought to carry out
who have risen from the lowliest origin Lincoln's policy of conciliation of the
to high station and influence. Born in South after the War. H i s services to
North Carolina a few months before the Union cause alienated his Southern
Lincoln's birth, he was a "poor white." supporters, and his outspoken a n d
His father was a handy-man in a sometimes violent opposition to the
Raleigh hotel or inn, and his mother "bloody-shirt'-'
methods which the
often helped in the kitchen of that Northern Radicals adopted to punish
hostelry. They were "mud-sills'' or, the vanquished secessionists, alienated
to use t h e term that Johnson himself powerful Northern Republicans. Hence,
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